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Consultation on the draft Flinders Island Structure Plan 2016 
 

Consultation on the Structure Plan occurred from 17 July 2016 until 7 September 2016. A 

‘Householder’ was distributed to all ratepayers and across the counter at the Post Office to notify 

islanders of the opportunity to comment on the Plan. A Facebook page was loaded and the Council 

website advertised the Structure Plan on the community notice board and held the documents for 

download. Articles appeared in 2 editions of the Island News at the beginning of the period. An Open 

Day was held 17 August 2016. In addition to download from the website, CDs and printed copies of 

the document were available from the Council reception desk or emailed on request. 

Thirty eight submissions were received in total, a significant number for a Strategy document 

considering that thirty six submissions were received in 2011 on the draft Interim Planning Scheme. 

In general, submissions were thoughtful and reflected consideration of the Plan. About one third 

responded to the Discussion Points raised in the pink text boxes throughout the document. There 

were several ideas raised that warrant further consideration and others that will be adopted in the 

Plan without further deliberation.  

It is clear that the Planning System is difficult to navigate and that while some aspects are well 

understood, many others are not. The notion of a strategic process moving towards the delivery of a 

planning scheme, of the limitations of the planning system and of uses being proposed without 

actual zoning, all proved to be stumbling blocks for some submitters despite an appendix process 

diagram and explanation within the text. This is something that should be considered in future 

documents for public consultation. 

A summary of submissions is below. A table of individual submissions has also been prepared and 

will accompany the final document submitted to the Tasmanian Planning Commission as the Land 

Use Strategy for Flinders Island. 

Public Access and Open Space  

Many submitters referred at least once to open space and access issues. Public access and open 

space was recognised as an “important right for all visitors as well as residents”. It was noted that 

“exclusivity of access should be avoided at all costs”.  An integrated network of tracks was 

specifically supported by two submitters but two others thought there was already sufficient open 

space and that council should better maintain what it already controls. One submission reminded 

that walking tracks require an ongoing maintenance budget and that keeping unintended users off 

dedicated tracks is a difficulty. Yet another stated all tracks to the coast should be maintained and 

more created. Also, that public tracks should be signposted, especially in the Big River area. 

 

Ideas for creating new access points were raised by 4 submitters and related to Blue Rocks and 

improved access to the beaches. Two submitters mentioned the reserved road at Blue Rocks is a 

useful access to the beach and could be improved. Another commented that the closure of Crown 

access such as at Boat Harbour and Long Point should not happen. 
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One submission directly referenced and supported an Emita ‘loop road (Fowlers Road to Woods Hill 

Road).  Three others thought that a connection from Port Davies Road to Sawyers Bay would be a 

better idea although there was some ambiguity in relation to the proposed location of the road 

which would necessarily have to be on freehold land. A walking track on coastal reserve in this 

location is a possibility for the Walking Strategy to be developed with Parks and Wildlife Service. 

Three submitters thought the proposed link to Woods Hill Road included Wireless Hill Road (it 

doesn’t; it is proposed that an existing reserved road between Fowlers Road and Woods Hill Road be 

retained if and when  subdivision occurs). One person asked for more consultation on the topic. 

One person agreed with the extension of Barr St at Lady Barron and another suggested the 

extension was a good idea but should be located further north. This will be investigated further. 

Two submissions agreed with a Badger Corner to Trousers Point track and two others thought that a 

track from Sawyers Bay to Lillies would be a good idea. One submission noted that Badger Corner is 

a destination for people walking in the NP and also for kayakers or boaters in Franklin Sound. Two 

submissions specified the track from the Dock to Killiecrankie and one nominated the route up 

Killiecrankie Bluff. Yet another thought that Hauland Gap road could be a cycle path. One submitter 

would prefer the loop track from Sellars not be connected to Summers Road and another supports 

the circuit at Red Bluff. 

One submitter made the very relevant point that informal access at low level visitation has existed 

on the island for decades in some locations but any formalising of access on private land risked a 

larger and unwanted footprint. 

Two submitters were keen not to have encroachment of public walking tracks on their property and 

one argued that increasing public access in some locations ( in particular Big River Cove ) would likely 

increase the risk of fire.  

One wanted the Flinders Island Trail to be incorporated into Table 2 

An offer was received to contribute existing research that may be useful for the development of a 

walking track plan. 

One submitter requested that the different types of tracks a need to be specified since they should 

be separated according to use. The Track strategy to be developed in conjunction with PWS will 

prioritise and define single use and/ or shared paths. 

Clustering 

The Structure Plan proposed that an overarching principle for land use decision making should be 

that settlement be clustered at all scales. This is planning practice and is a tool to preserve open 

space and to minimise visual impacts on the landscape. At least one submitter did not understand 

that the clustering at a landscape scale would not encumber or compromise privacy at the scale of 

development available on Flinders Island.  

Two submitters made the valid point that clustering uses in the PP1 area was a good idea in theory 

but could not work on Flinders due basically to the limited number of activities likely to occur. 
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Three persons disagreed with the notion of clustering as a principle. Seven others agreed with 

clustering. A submission from the Department of State Growth noted that “…a focus on maintaining 

consolidated and economically viable settlements rather than dispersed settlement…will be 

important.” 

Several who agreed with the principle also agreed that opportunities for niche products in a cluster 

(at Blue Rocks) will “create a dynamic community and tourist hub”. Another thought that if the 

planning scheme is to encourage respectful development in key zones and clusters then design 

outcomes would be critical. One submission noted that clustering at all scales necessarily means 

small lot sizes but this is not the case. 

Design Guidance 

Design guidance will be a crucial adjunct to the planning scheme. It is intended that clear guidance 

will be provided based on the notion that development in sensitive areas should be subservient to 

the natural and scenic values of the landscape. This intention was not well articulated in the Plan but 

four submitters specifically referred to the need for design guidance and several others to the need 

to preserve scenic elements such as the coast. Two thought that the visually sensitive overlay areas 

of Killiecrankie in particular and significant landscapes in general, must be protected. 

Two others who sought ‘extra’ uses in a visually sensitive area suggested that the application of a 

visually sensitive overlay or guidelines could mitigate the effects of the uses they proposed. 

One person suggested that design guidance should only apply to townships to maintain continuity of 

design and visual appeal within towns, although continuity implies design that is similar to the 

existing, which for places like Whitemark may not be an appropriate response. The State planning 

provisions will deal with standards for overshadowing and privacy as these are the main 

considerations within townships. It is outside of townships where design comes to the fore through 

design approaches to minimising excavation, reflectivity and clearance of native veg and to making 

development less obtrusive in the landscape through articulation, roof design and scale. 

Others expressed concern that areas nominated for larger scale visitor accommodation could be 

negatively impacted by development despite local provisions being incorporated into the planning 

scheme.  

It was suggested that the perception of ribbon development could be avoided by requiring adjoining 

lots to share a vehicle crossover. This aligns with the embryonic notion of preparing a master plan 

for the Blue Rocks Precinct. Screening development from Palana Road is also an agreed method for 

reducing the visual impact of development in the Blue Rocks location particularly and more generally 

across the island as well. 

One person thought that minimising the impacts of development is fine but should be balanced with 

the need for tourism development to be accommodated. This is agreed, but it is also noted that with 

regard to managing design impacts on the natural and cultural values, less vigilance could result in 

‘killing the goose that lays the golden egg’. 
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Scenic Management  

Eight submissions noted that the coastal area needs to be protected from development and use that 

will compromise the scenic (and natural) values.  

The point was made that overhead infrastructure can compromise scenic values and another person 

pointed out that screening can be effective in limiting the visibility of development from roads. 

One submission noted that the concept of development being subservient to natural elements 

deserves endorsement.  

Biodiversity 

Sensitive coastal flora was noted at the Dock and along Limestone Bay and the submission 

highlighted the need to conserve existing native vegetation. Another submission noted that 

biodiversity is vital and should be the focal point of the Structure Plan because biodiversity 

underpins the population and economic goals.  

Yet another submitter noted that none of the proposed outcomes of the Structure Plan will be 

achieved without biodiversity preservation so none of the references to biodiversity should be 

deleted and should possibly be strengthened. Another observed that there needs to be a balance 

that ensures creativity (for development) while maintaining the integrity of the natural environment.  

Two others submitted  that there should be nature based tourism in conjunction with stewardship  

of the natural environment for the purpose of sustaining the environment for future generations 

and that this is a basic principle of sustainability, i.e. protecting biodiversity for future generations. 

One person stated that two areas of threatened vegetation communities on their land could be 

protected under rural zoning but this is not necessarily the case.  

Uses 

Eight persons agreed with the uses in the discussion box prompts. Others asked for a wider range of 

activities to be listed, not realising that the types of uses listed in the Plan and Table are based on 

the State Planning definitions and encompass a wide range of uses. For example: ‘visitor 

accommodation’ encompasses luxury accommodation as well as camping (and everything in 

between); ‘food experiences’ are encompassed by the term ‘food services’ and cultural activity is 

usually exempt from regulation.  

Sometimes it is difficult to understand the limitations of the land use system to improve economic 

and/or community development and to acknowledge that land use planning can only focus on the 

matters within the jurisdiction of the Tasmanian Planning System. For example, health and well -

being has been accounted for in the Plan through a focus on open space and public access; through 

the protection of social activities reliant on public access or particular sites, through the 

incorporation of uses that support diversification of rural land 1, through visitor accommodation that 

                                                           
1
 For example General Retail and Hire refers to: art gallery, market, primary produce sales, local shop among 

other things. Resource processing is treating ,processing or packing plant or animal material and includes 
distillery, sawmilling, cheese factory, animal saleyard, fish processing. This encompasses things like kunzea oil 
production for example. 
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encompasses spa type accommodation and through the maintenance and enhancement of 

environmental services and natural hazard management . These are the extent of the ability of the 

land use planning contribution and although significant, they will not provide the same function as a 

separate economic strategy which can propose ways to attract people and to initiate such activities. 

Land use planning only facilitates the spatial dimension to conduct activities; it cannot of itself 

initiate them. 

One submission noted that wording in Table 2 in relation to uses was not sufficiently precise and 

may prevent use of land for a range of uses. As described above, all the suggested uses fall under the 

umbrella of the uses described in the Table although where specific uses have been raised in 

submissions they will generally be incorporated in the final version of the Plan. 

The majority of submissions agreed with diversification of rural land. One noted the difference 

between the southern plain PP2 area and the rural lands around northern settlements and 

supported different uses and standards attached to the northern area. This submission correctly 

noted that the Structure Plan referred only to the Southern coastal plain as thePP2 area and this will 

be rectified by proposing a third policy area for the northern rural land. Another submitter thought 

that all land besides reserved land should be rural; essentially this supports the current 

situation/status quo in terms of zoning (it is worth remembering that the current Rural zone differs 

in intent, uses and development standards from the Rural zone proposed in the draft State Planning 

Scheme). This submitter speculated that rezoning land from rural to some other category would 

devalue the land.  

One submitter thought that Resource Processing should be allowed on PP1 land instead of clustering 

in activity nodes. This is agreed.  Another thought there was no reason to discourage ‘niche 

enterprise’ anywhere on the island, although it needs to be stated that there are numerous 

constraints that need to be considered and which can influence the capability to establish ‘niche 

enterprise’. In any case, niche market products based on plant and animal processing (Resource 

Processing) is to be included in the proposed PP1 area as well as the remaining rural and rural living 

/rural small holding areas proposed in the Plan. 

There is some confusion about what needs a permit. For example, beekeeping is an exempt use and 

chickens that are free to range in a paddock are not the same thing as intensive chicken farms where 

birds are kept in cages, where significant amount of water is required for cleaning and where odour 

is a matter that needs to be addressed. 

Of those commenting on commercial forestry, most agreed that it should be excluded from the use 

classes permitted in the zones applied to the island. The Department of State Growth submission 

noted that this stance contravenes State Policy and so further talks with the Department are 

planned. One submission agreed with commercial forestry “if only for carbon capture and storage”. 

This is noted but there are many other possibilities for carbon capture and storage, not least 

reducing the clearance of existing native vegetation as well as farm forestry for shelter and other 

environmental services. Another submission noted that with appropriate controls, forestry should 

be permitted. This was the problem previously; the Forest Practices Agreement did not include 

sufficient requirements to rehabilitate the land and since this is regulated through other legislation, 

there is no guarantee that appropriate controls could in fact occur in the future or be administered 

and enforced. ‘The market’ may ultimately decide this issue. 
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Biosecurity 

It was noted that biosecurity is not an end in itself and should only be considered if it has economic 

impact. It is well known that plant and animal diseases can have significant economic impacts on 

crops and animals. The spread of imported weeds can have a similar impact. However 3 people were 

in favour of private landing strips for the reason of easy access to the north of the island: the same 

reason that highlights them as a biosecurity risk. One submission noted that a user pays system for 

inspection of flights landing at private airstrips could occur although it is difficult to see how private 

landings could be monitored. One submitter suggested that the airstrip at Killiecrankie is a better 

option than Lady Barron, another, that restricting private landing strips is not good for absentee 

landowners or tourism, although it would be useful to see evidence to support this. Another 

submission did not agree with closing private landing strips but no reason was articulated. 

Location of large scale visitor accommodation  

One submitter suggested that an additional location for tourism accommodation is the Crown land 

at Emita although this was previously subject to significant negative response by community 

members and  the direction of large scale enterprises to freehold land underpins the land use 

strategy in the Structure Plan.  Another submitter suggested that Crown land should not be used for 

tourism accommodation although two others proposed (in line with the State Government policy) 

development in the Darling and Strzelecki Ranges. 

Three submitters thought that Sellars Point was not suitable place for accommodation as proposed 

in the Plan and another thought that an eco- lodge development would be incompatible with the 

Game Reserve and associated activities. 

One submission suggested that there is such a thing as too many tourists and that small B&Bs share 

the benefits better than large developments. The Structure Plan agrees with this and suggests that 

longer stay for existing visitors is one way to maximise returns without encouraging mass tourism 

that outstrips the capacity to accommodate.  

The Plan nominates a limited number of sites where larger scale tourism accommodation may be 

appropriate; this is a strategic approach designed to avoid the controversy such as occurred when an 

Emita Crown land site was proposed several years ago seemingly out of the blue. The strategic 

approach does not limit development in other locations (as voiced by one submitter) but the Plan 

notes that a thorough process would be needed in other locations. This could be the basis for a 

future plan amendment although it is difficult to think of locations other than those nominated 

where large scale tourism development would be feasible and/or desirable.  

It may not have been clear to all readers that the nomination of specific locations in the Plan 

referred to larger scale visitor accommodation only and that small scale B&B type accommodation is 

proposed as an option in virtually all locations. 

Process 

It was noted by one submitter that the target population increase will not happen. The Department 

for State Growth noted that the target was ambitious and would require significant increase in 

services. 
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One submission noted that the cost of building or opening a small business negatively impacted 

liveability. The submitter also noted that bureaucratic process increases expense and that council 

elected members and staff should be properly trained in the correct regulatory requirements. Also 

that local trades people may not be sufficiently ‘up skilled’ due to the expense involved and 

therefore not aware of latest trends or dollar saving techniques, materials etc. 

The consultation period from 17July to 7 September was noted by one submitter as “very brief”.  A 

comment on the lack of progress on the 2011 scheme indicates that the text box on page 7 “What 

happened to the Interim Planning Scheme” has been missed by at least one reader.  

Sometimes people want a bet each way, for example requesting fewer restrictions/regulation but 

also suggesting that design guidance is required.  

One person would like to see more “as of right” or “no permit required” to give greater certainty of 

permitted uses for landowners and designers and avoid the public advertising and subsequent 

potential for objections currently available through discretionary process. 

One submitter suggested that the Constraints map was not adequately reflected in the document. 

The constraints map is the basis of table 2 and is the product of significant research and analysis 

conducted for the preparation of the Supporting Information Report and the Structure Plan. 

Conclusion 

The above is a summary of the main points raised in submissions. The table below shows responses 

to the directed questions in the ‘Discussion Point’ text boxes throughout the Structure Plan 

document. Consultation is ongoing with individual farmers, with the Flinders Island Tourism and 

Business Association and State Government agencies. A more detailed consultation report will be 

prepared that identifies all points raised by individual submissions and the response to these. This 

report will accompany the final Structure Plan when it is endorsed by Council and finally submitted 

to the Planning Commission as the support document for the draft Planning Scheme.  
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Discussion Point Agree Disagree Additional comments Totals 

1.1 comment on four 

directions for land use 

1.+1.+1.+1+1+1.+1.+1.+1.+1. 

1 Agree with diversification 

 1. but add Preservation after word 
Biodiversity 
+1. Add to Nature Based tourism” 
Protecting and maintaining areas of 
significant visual, ecological and 
geological impact to ensure 
sustainability of tourism experience 
+1. Strongly agree with minimising 
impacts of development on private 
and public land 
 

Ten agree  

None disagree 

1.2 comments on 

methods 

 

1.+1.+1.+1.   Four agree 

2.1 values inherent in the 

land use principles 

1. Agree with principles 

1,2,4&5 

+1.Agree with  clustering 

+1. 

+1. 

+1.+1.+1.+1. 

 

1.+1.Disagree 

with 3 

1.Especially agree with principle 4.( 

landscape approach) 

+1.Strongly agree with integrating 

biodiversity in decision making 

Eight agree 

One disagrees and one disagrees with 

principle 3 only 

2.2 prefer other 

principles? 

1.+1.  1. include biodiversity 

preservation into land use 

principles 

2. +1. Include “Provide 

stewardship of the natural 

environment to ensure 

sustainability for future 

generations” 

Two want to add principles related to 

biodiversity 

preservation/stewardship. 
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Discussion Point Agree Disagree Additional comments Totals 

3.1 agree with boundary 

of PP1 

1.+1. 1. Think all land should be rural: even 2nd 

class ag land is capable of productive 

use; restricting PP l will devalue land 

+1.PP1 should include Quoin, Palana, 

Nalinga, Happy Valley & both sides 

Trousers Point Road and east of coast 

road. 

Two agree and one disagrees 

3.2 agree with min lot 

size for PP1 

1.+1.+1 1.+1 1.No detailed reason provided by Plan 

for maintain 100ha 

+1.+1 Wants subdivision unchanged 

i.e.40ha 

 

Three agree and two disagree 

3.3 range of uses 

proposed in PP1 

 1. Has free range chickens, piggery, niche 

crops been considered in PP1 ( answer 

is all these uses are available under 

resource development) 

1.doesnt want to fetter any use in PP1 

 

One disagrees 

3.4 off farm clusters are 

feasible? 

 

1.+1(qualified)   Two agree 

4.1 agree with boundary 

of PP2 

 

1. 1. 1. exclude Killiecrankie, Palana, NE 

River Marshall Bay and Emita 

One agrees and One disagrees 

4.2 agree with min lot 

size pp2 

 

1.+1.+1.+1   Four agree, none disagree 
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Discussion Point Agree Disagree Additional comments Totals 

4.3 range of uses in PP2 1.+1. (Agree no further 

forestry)+1. 

+1.forestry 

should be 

incl. 

+1. Forestry 

incl 

Three 3 agree and two think that for4estry 

should be included 

4.4 resource processing 

as no permit required 

1.+1.+1. 1.  Three agree and one disagrees 

5.1 agree with min lot 

size for Blue Rocks 

1.+1.+1.+1. +1. 1. on beach 

side should 

also be 5ha 

Four Four agree and one agrees but wants 

to see 5ha on western side of road 

5.2 comment of uses in 

BR precinct 

1.+1.+1.+1.+1.  Would welcome resource processing in 

Blue Rocks ( for still) 

No mention of mining, quarries, milling. 

That’s because they are incompatible 

with residential development. 

Free range, non- intensive animal 

keeping at Blue Rocks? 

Would like to see specific reference to 

maintain coastal views and from 

beaches, roads and the sea at Lillies 

Beach Sawyers Bay Beach 

 

Five agree, none disagree 

5.3 other comments in 

relation to the choice of 

Blue Rocks precinct as 

focus for rural small 

holdings 

1.+1.+1.   Three specifically note they agree 

with rural small holdings at Blue 

Rocks. 
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Discussion Point Agree Disagree Additional comments Totals 

6.1 comment on 

minimum allotment sizes 

proposed rural 

diversification section 

 

Moved one to 5.1 ( double 

up on question) 

   

6.2 suggest additional 

uses? 

    

7.1 opinions on locations 

nominated for future 

visitor accommodation? 

1.+1+1.+1.+1.+1. ( qual GW) 1.+1. 1.Not at Big River, Limestone Bay or 

Sellars( they will be compromised 

despite having protective provisions) 

+1Suggest that the Dock could 

accommodate a ‘wombat hole type 

development 

+1Agree with tourism if provision for 

stewardship of natural environment 

+1Suggest Tourism operations at 

Limestone Bay 

+1.disgaree with Sellars due to game 

reserve and conflicting activities 

+1.Shouldn’t limit vis accomm may be 

some in future. Additional incl Darling 

range & Strzelecki Ranges east coast 

lagoons Wallanippi and Smiths Gulley 

Six agree ( one thinks shouldn’t limit 

to just these locations) 

2 disagrees 

7.2 suggest additional 

locations for tourism 

focus or visitor 

accommodation 

  1. Limiting 
subdivision/development in 
iconic places is supported e.g. 
Trousers and Cooma 
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Discussion Point Agree Disagree Additional comments Totals 

8.1current listing still 

good? 

1.   1 agreed 

8.2 precise locations of 

others in listing? 

    

8.3 propose other things 

for listing 

  Alma and Alfred Stackhouse’s  

+1.Palana Bunkers, Patriarchs 

sanctuary, Interstate, Foo Chow wreck 

Palana homestead no X2 

Wireless station 

Linda Beach on Big Dog Island Old 

House Big Dog 

 

9.1 identify tracks on 

public or private land 

  1.Access at The Docks, Badger cnr to 

Trousers track, Sawyers Bay to Lillies 

+1.Request rewording to emphasise 

low key access at Long Point  

+1.Dock to Killiecrankie; up to 

Killiecrankie Bluff on Hams land; car 

track from Boat Harbour to Cape 

Frankland; public access to shore at 

Killie beach  

 

 

9.2 comments on open 

space  and access 

1.  1. Sufficient already more 

targeted and funds allocated to 

existing 

+1.Public access important for visitors 

and residents, exclusivity of access 

should be avoided at all costs. 

3 agree and one disagrees 
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+1. All tracks to coast maintained and 

more created 

 

   +1.Good design Policy or design 
review panel 
+1. Looking for clear design 
guidelines 
Prevent future development along 
coastlines 
+1 design guidance 
+1 Design guidance in towns 

4 support design guidance 

 


